At Kairion, we sit at the intersection of ecommerce, media & technology. We have developed a suite of groundbreaking
ad formats for brands to leverage, and built a highly scalable application system to reach millions of shoppers in our
network of leading online-shops in the perfect moment. All demands of this real-time application are tackled using the
latest, cutting edge technologies. This is your chance to join a great company, in a great team, with great responsibility.
We are constantly looking for students ready to take the next career steps, joining us as working students or Interns!
Your Tasks:
 Supporting the product and development team
 Help to define objectives & deliver very clear mock ups for the team's understanding of what is required;
ensuring high quality and unambiguous definitions are produced
 Help ensuring for the delivered functionality and user experience from definition to functional reviews
 After an initial phase own tasks in product development of new features
Your Skills:
 First working experience in a consulting / tech or startup company


Structured and goal-oriented working style



Fluent listening and communication skills in English (especially the ability to deliver clear definitions and
solutions)
Ideally, development experience in one programming language and/ or high level of “technical creativity”



If you have additional questions don’t hesitate to contact us. We promise you will learn a lot and soon take on your
own responsibilities. We will also provide you with an appropriate onboarding. If doubts arise you will be backed up
with a highly professional and motivated team which has a lot of fun at work.
Also, we offer biannual hackathons and a personal education budget in addition to a fair salary and a modern
workplace in the heart of Frankfurt.

Interested? Then we're looking forward to a short message:
Ms. Kimberly Deninger
Tel: +49 69 97269 2800 | Email: jobs@kairion.de
Kairion GmbH| Frankfurt (Germany) / Sevilla (Spain)

